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Particles interacting with a prescribed quasimonochromatic gravitational wave (GW) exhibit sec
ular (average) nonlinear dynamics that can be described by Hamilton’s equations. We derive the 
Hamiltonian of this “ponderomotive” dynamics to the second order in the GW amplitude for a 
general background metric. For the special case of vacuum GWs, we show that our Hamiltonian 
is equivalent to that of a free particle in an effective metric, which we calculate explicitly. We also 
show that already a linear GW pulse displaces a particle from its unperturbed trajectory by a finite 
distance that is independent of the GW phase and proportional to the integral of the pulse intensity.
This effect is independent from the nonlinear memory effects that has been known. We calculate 
the particle displacement analytically and show that our result is in agreement with numerical sim
ulations. We also show how the Hamiltonian of the nonlinear averaged dynamics naturally leads 
to the concept of the linear gravitational susceptibility of a particle gas with an arbitrary phase- 
space distribution. We calculate this susceptibility explicitly to apply it, in a follow-up paper, toward 
studying self-consistent GWs in inhomogeneous media within the geometrical-optics approximation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent detection of gravitational waves (GWs) [1-9] 
is strengthening the interest of the physics community 
in GW-matter interactions. Linear effects of GWs have 
long been studied in literature [10-12], particularly in the 
context of GW dispersion in gases and plasmas [13-19]. 
Some authors have also explored the associated nonlin
ear phenomena, such as the nonlinear memory effect [20
23], the contribution of the GW tail from backscattering 
off the background curvature [20, 24], and certain GW- 
plasma interactions [25-41]. However, there remains an
other fundamental nonlinear effect, the “ponderomotive” 
effect, that is well-known for electromagnetic interactions 
[42-45] but has not yet received due attention in GW 
research. Like the aforementioned memory effects that 
have been known, the ponderomotive effect is hereditary, 
i.e., depends on the whole GW-intensity profile. But un
like the known memory effects, the ponderomotive effect 
is determined by the particle-motion equations (not the 
Einstein equations), so it can be produced even by linear 
GWs propagating in flat background spacetime.

The essence of the ponderomotive effect by GWs is as 
follows. Since the particle motion equations in a given 
metric are nonlinear, a prescribed GW generally induces 
not just quiver but also secular (average) nonlinear dy
namics, regardless of whether the wave itself is linear 
or not. This nonlinear dynamics of particles is generally 
too complicated to study analytically; but it can be made 
tractable for quasimonochromatic GWs. In this case, the 
particle average motion can be described by relatively 
simple Hamilton’s equations, with a Hamiltonian that 
depends on the GW envelope and not on the GW phase. 
To the lowest order, the GW contribution to this Hamil
tonian is of the second order in the wave amplitude. The 
resulting perturbations to the particle trajectories can be

significant near sources of gravitational radiation, where 
the metric oscillations are substantial. These perturba
tions can also be important when particles are exposed 
to GWs long enough, since the ponderomotive effect is 
phase-independent and cumulative (see below). But even 
more importantly, the ponderomotive effect is inherently 
related to the linear susceptibility of matter with re
spect to GWs. The corresponding statement for elec
tromagnetic interactions is known as the K-x theorem 
in plasma theory [46, 47] and has also been extended to 
more general Hamiltonian systems [48-51]. Hence, cal
culating the ponderomotive effect readily yields not just 
nonlinear forces on particles (which may or may not be 
significant in practice) but also linear dispersive prop
erties of GWs in gases and plasmas. In this sense, the 
ponderomotive effect matters even in linear theory.

Here, we calculate the ponderomotive effect by weak 
GWs on neutral particles in the general case, i.e., when 
the GW envelope, wavevector, polarization, and back
ground metric are arbitrary smooth functions of space
time coordinates. Such general calculations are not easy 
to do by directly averaging the particle-motion equations, 
so we invoke variational methods that were recently de
veloped within plasma theory for electromagnetic inter
actions [52-55]. We derive the Hamiltonian of the parti
cle ponderomotive dynamics to the second order in the 
GW amplitude. For the special case of vacuum GWs, 
we show that our Hamiltonian is equivalent to that of 
a free particle in an effective metric, which we calculate 
explicitly. We also show that already a linear GW pulse 
displaces a particle from its unperturbed trajectory by a 
finite distance that is independent of the GW phase and 
proportional to the integral of the pulse intensity. In this 
sense, the ponderomotive effect is cumulative. We calcu
late the particle displacement analytically and show that 
our result is in agreement with numerical simulations. 
We also show how our general Hamiltonian yields the
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linear gravitational susceptibility of a particle gas with 
an arbitrary phase-space distribution. We calculate this 
susceptibility explicitly to apply it, in a follow-up paper, 
toward studying self-consistent GWs in inhomogeneous 
media within the geometrical-optics approximation.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss 
the well-known equations of the particle motion in a pre
scribed metric, which we use later on. In Sec. III, we in
troduce the so-called oscillation-center formalism, which 
we build upon, by analogy with how this is done for elec
tromagnetic interactions in plasma theory. In Sec. IV, 
we calculate the ponderomotive Hamiltonian and the en
suing equations of the average motion of a point particle. 
In Sec. V, we present an alternative derivation of the 
same ponderomotive Hamiltonian by treating particles 
as semiclassical quantum waves. We also apply these re
sults to derive the gravitational susceptibility of a neutral 
gas. In Sec. VI, we discuss the particle motion in a linear 
vacuum GW pulse as an example, and we derive the total 
displacement of a particle under the influence of such a 
pulse. In Sec. VII, we present test-particle simulations, 
which show good agreement with our analytic theory. In 
Sec. VIII, we summarize our main results. Supplemen
tary calculations are given in appendices. In particular, 
Appendix A details the derivation of a general theorem 
used in Sec. VB, and Appendix B provides the derivation 
of an alternative form of the gravitational susceptibility 
introduced in Sec. VE.

II. PARTICLE MOTION EQUATIONS

A. Basic equations

Let us start with reviewing the known equations of the 
particle motion in a prescribed spacetime metric gag (x). 
We assume units such that the speed of light equals one 
(c = 1), and the metric signature is assumed to be (—+ 
++). Then, the action S of a particle traveling between 
two fixed spacetime locations x1,2 = x(r1j2) is given by

S = —mf \J—gaf)uauP dr. (1)
Jr i

Here, the sy. mbol =. denotes definitions, m is the particl.e 
mass, ua = dxa/dr is the particle four-velocity, ua = 
ga{i uP, and the proper time t is defined such that

uaua = —1. (2)

Equation (2) serves as a constraint on the variational 
principle that governs the particle motion. Deriving the 
motion equations rigorously for a constrained action can 
be a subtle issue. However, we can sidestep this issue by 
rewriting Eq. (1) as an unconstrained action of the form

r t 2
S = —m dT, (3)

Jti

with dT = \J—gagdxadx^. Since this S is not quite 
of the usual form f L(x, dx/da)da, the resulting mo
tion equations are not quite the standard Euler-Lagrange 
equations either. However, these equations still can be 
derived straightforwardly. Below, we describe two known 
approaches to this problem in detail, because we will need 
to refer to details of these approaches in later sections.

B. Covariant equations of motion

One way to derive the particle-motion equations from 
Eq. (3) is to proceed as follows [56]. Consider a variation 
xM ^ xM + SxM such that

Jx^(T1) = Jx^(T2) = 0. (4)

Then the variation of S given by Eq. (3) can be written as

=m

SS = —ml S dT
J Ti

/T2 1
2dT S (g°^ dx“ dx0

' / 2dT Sx"dxa dx^+2ga^dxa dSx^)

du
2 3x^ dT

m

=mf (1 —drO s^ dT. (5)

[Here, we have used symmetry of gag; we have also in
tegrated by parts to obtain the last equality and used 
Eq. (4) to eliminate the boundary term.] Then, the re
quirement that SS = 0 for all SxM leads to the “geodesic 
equation”:

duM
dr

1 dgaj3
2 dx^

uau^ (6)

Equations (6) can be viewed as the Euler-Lagrange 
equations corresponding to the Lagrangian

L(x,= — [g«^ (x)wau^— i]. (7)

The second term is constant and could be omitted, but we 
have introduced it to keep L = — m on solutions [due to 
Eq. (2); this is consistent with Eq. (3)] and to emphasize 
parallels with the calculations in the later sections. Let 
us also introduce the corresponding canonical momentum

Pa
dL

mua (8)

and the Hamiltonian H = paua — L, or

H(x, p) = 2m [ga^ + m2], (9)

where g“g is the inverse of the metric, g“MgMig = Sg. (In 
later sections, we show how this Hamiltonian emerges
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more naturally from first principles.) The corresponding
Hamilton’s equations, equivalent to Eq. (6), are

dxa dH dpa dH
dr dpa ' dr (10)

or explicitly,

dxa gaf pf dpa 1 dg^v (11)
dr m dr 2m dxa p,pv-

C. Non-covariant equations of motion

Another way to avoid dealing with the constraint (2) 
is to give up covariance of the motion equations and con
sider only the spatial dynamics instead [57, 58]. Let us 
use Eq. (2) to express u0 as a function of t = x0, xa, and

v
dxa
dt

ua
u0' (12)

Then, one can show that [58]

p0(t, x, p) = mV-g00, (19)

P0(t' x, P) = -^-= - p«' (20)

where 7 = \J 1 + aabpapb/m2. One can further find the 
Hamiltonian of the spatial motion Ht = pava — Lt to be

Ht(t, x, p) = —p0(t, x, p). (21)

The corresponding Hamilton's equations are

dxa = dT dpa = _ dHt (22)
dt dpa, dt dxa

As can be checked, these equations are in agreement with 
the covariant Hamilton's equations (11).

III. PARTICLES IN AN OSCILLATING 
METRIC: BASIC CONCEPTS

Specifically, u0 = u0(t, x, v), where A. Metric model

(u°) 1 = \/—gabva vb — 2g0bvb — g00. (13) Let us suppose a metric in the form

(Roman indices span from 1 to 3, unlike Greek indices, 
which span from 0 to 3. We also use bold font to de
note three-dimensional spatial variables in the index-free 
form.) From Eq. (11), one has dt/dr = u0, so S can 
be written as a functional of only the spatial variables, 
S = / Lt dt, where Lt = —m/u0. In this representation, 
the action is unconstrained, so the motion equations are 
the usual Euler-Lagrange equations,

. (23)

Here, gag = gag(ex) is a slow function of the spacetime 
coordinates x and hag is a quasimonochromatic pertur
bation, i.e., can be expressed as hag = hag[ex, 0(x)], 
where e is a small parameter and the dependence on the 
scalar “phase” 0 is 2n-periodic. We also assume

ho8 ^ l, (haf = °, (24)

dt V dva ) dxa (14)

Let us also introduce the corresponding Hamiltonian 
formulation. The canonical momenta are defined as pa =
dLt/dva, so pa = mu0(ga0 + g»bvb), or equivalently,

pa
dx0 dxb

ga0 + gabm mga^, (15)

where we used u0 = dt/dr. Therefore, these momenta are 
the same as the corresponding spatial components of the 
four-vector canonical momenta (8). Let us also consider 
p0 = mu0 and p0 = mg0|UuM as functions of (t, x, p) and 
denote them as p0(t, x, p) and p0(t, x, p) respectively,

p0 = mu0, p0 = mu0, (16)

where the latter satisfies

H(t, x, p0(t, x, p), p) = 0. (17)

Using Eq. (2), we can find the explicit expressions for 
p0(t, x, p) and p0(t, x, p). In order to proceed, consider

aab = gab - ga0gb0/g™ (18)

where (...)# denotes average over 0. Then, gag can be 
understood as the 0-average part of the total metric,

gaf = (gaf )0 - (25)

We shall attribute such metric perturbation as a GW. 
Note that

ka = da0 = Va0 (26)

can be interpreted as the local wavevector and e can be 
interpreted as the geometrical-optics (GO) parameter, 
which is roughly

e - A/l ^ 1. (27)

Here, A is the characteristic wavelength (in spacetime) 
and l — [min{dg(ex), dh(ex, 0), dA(ex)}]-1 is the charac
teristic inhomogeneity scale (in spacetime) of the back
ground metric, GW envelope, and GW wavelength.

Note that the GW is not assumed linear. The 
quasiperiodic functions hag may contain multiple har
monics, and any secular nonlinearity can be absorbed in 
the background metric gag. Hence, the latter can be re
sponsible for various nonlinear memory effects additional 
to the ponderomotive effect derived in this paper. But 
for our purposes, gag does not need to be specified, so 
those additional memory effects will not be articulated.
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B. Oscillation-center coordinates

Let us consider the particle motion in the metric (23). 
We shall assume that a particle oscillates many times 
while traveling the distance l. [We shall also assume, 
to avoid introducing additional parameters, that the cor
responding number of oscillations is O(e-1).] Then, its 
motion is quasiperiodic in time, and one can use stan
dard methods of plasma theory [59] to construct new 
“oscillation-center” (OC) coordinates X in which the 
particle dynamics is non-oscillatory. This amounts to 
replacing the original particles with OCs, or “dressed” 
particles, that do not exhibit oscillations. Here, we adopt 
a less formal and perhaps more intuitive approach to con
struct the same transformation to the leading order in e.

Let us start by introducing the local time average

(f )t
Sat f dt
/at dt

(28)

where AT is much larger than the oscillation period yet 
small enough such that the particle motion during this 
time remains approximately periodic. Then, the particle 
coordinates xa can be separated into the slow OC coordi
nates Xa = (xa)t and the quiver displacements x“(X, V) 
with zero time average:

xa = Xa + xa (xa), = 0. (29)

Similarly, we introduce the OC velocities Va as 
AXa/AT, where AT is used in the same way as in 
Eq. (28). Then, one finds from Eq. (28) that Va = (va)t. 
In particular, V0 = 1. Also note that Va can be under
stood as the derivatives of Xa with respect to the OC 
time X0 = T, i.e., Va = dXa/dT = AX/AT. Note that 
as introduced here, the “infinitesimal” OC displacements 
are well-defined only as averages over many oscillation 
cycles. (However, this limitation is waived in the more 
formal approach to the OC dynamics [59].)

Using Eq. (28) and dt = u°dr, we find that the average 
of any quasiperiodic function f over t and the correspond
ing local average over t satisfy

(f )t
/fu0dT
f u0dT (u0)T

(30)

Hence, the OC velocities can be expressed as follows:

V a (x a )t (Wa)7
(u0)T

(31)

Introducing Ua = (ua)T, we get Va = Ua/U0, and

ua = Ua + wa, (wa)T = 0. (32)

Also, on an interval At that includes multiple oscillations 
but is smaller than the characteristic scale of the OC 
motion, one has

U a
AX a
At

dX a
dT ,

(33)

where, like in the case of Va, the “infinitesimal” OC 
displacements are understood as nonvanishing displace
ments averaged over many oscillations.

The t-average that enters the above formulas is con
nected with the 0-average introduced in Sec. IIIA via

(f )t
r f &do

r do
(f
(Q-1),'

where Q is the “proper frequency” given by

q =
dO
dT

kaua.

Note that Q can be also be expressed as

(34)

(35)

Q = (Q), + Q, Q = O(h), (Q )o = 0. (36)

Hence, Q 1 = (Q)- 1 -Q(Q)- 2 + O(h2), so from Eq. (34), 
one obtains

(f)T = (f), -^0^ + O(h2), (37)
(Q)e

which yields (Q)T - (Q), = O(h2). Since (Q)T = kaUa, 
this leads to the following formulas, which we use later:

(Q)g = kaUa + O(h2), Q = kaWa + O(h2). (38)

C. Linear and nonlinear dynamics

Using Eq. (23), it is readily seen that1

gaf = gaf - haf + + O(h3), (39)

where h denotes the characteristic value of haf and O(h3) 
is henceforth neglected. Note that here and further, in
dices in haf are raised using the inverse of the back
ground metric, gaf. Using ua = gafuf and Eqs. (11), 
we find

dua dgaf 1 dg^v
^7 = uf^7" - 2g u"u" (40)

To the lowest order in h, one has from Eq. (39) that
gaf _ gaf - &af. Also,

dh^v dk^v dO dk^v dk^v kf
dx^ " "d^dx^ = "d^kf" "d^k/U^' ( ^

1 Let us assume index-free notation g for the original metric gap,
g-1 for the inverse metric ga@, h for the perturbation metric
hap, g for the background metric gap, and g-1 for the in
verse background metric g“^. Then, g-1 = g-1 — g-1 hg-1 + 
g-1hg-1hg-1 + O(h3), which is Eq. (39).
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where we have substituted Eq. (35) and ignored O(e) 
corrections. Hence, Eq. (40) leads to

dua ^ dhaf gafk. ,, dh"v
^7 — -U^^ + 2^ U^U^dT- (42)

This can be readily integrated, yielding Ua ~ const and

- -havUv + h"v
kaU^Uv 
2k/UA ' (43)

where, within the assumed accuracy, the indices are ma
nipulated using the background metric.

Note that this result is only a linear approximation. If 
the second and higher orders in h are retained in the 
equation for ua, one finds that a particle experiences 
a nonvanishing average force from a rapidly oscillating 
GW, if the GW is inhomogeneous or propagates in an in
homogeneous background. In analogy with electromag
netic interactions, this effect can be understood as the 
average gravitational ponderomotive force. Our goal is to 
calculate this force and to describe its effects on the par
ticle motion by studying the OC, or secular, dynamics.

One way to derive OC equations is by directly time
averaging the equations for (x, v), which can be obtained 
from Eqs. (11). However, this approach is cumbersome 
and not particularly instructive. More instructive is the 
average-Lagrangian approach, which yields a manifestly 
Hamiltonian form of the motion equation. (This ap
proach is also used to describe the dynamics of plasma 
particles in intense electromagnetic waves; see Ref. [52] 
for an overview.) Below, we consider two versions of this 
approach. In Sec. IV, we present a “point-particle” calcu
lation, which is more direct but less tractable. In Sec. V, 
we present a “field-theoretical” calculation, which is less 
straightforward but yields the same results more trans
parently and in a form advantageous for the applications 
discussed in Sec. VE.

IV. OSCILLATION-CENTER DYNAMICS: 
POINT-PARTICLE APPROACH

Let us express the action (1) as S = / LT dT (the inte
gration limits are henceforth omitted for brevity), where2

Lr = -m/-gaf (x)uauf. (44)

After substituting Eq. (29), one can express LT as a sum 
of LT = (Lt)t, which is a slow function of the OC vari
ables, and Lt, whose local t-average over rapid oscilla
tions is zero. Since LT does not contribute to S at large

2 As discussed in Sec. II A, the function LT is not a Lagrangian. 
It is used here only as a means to calculate the value of S, which 
is the same in Eqs. (1) and (3). How to infer motion equations 
from this value will be discussed in Secs. IV B and IV C.

enough t, one obtains

S — LT dT. (45)

A. Average action

To calculate LT, we proceed as follows. From Eqs. (23) 
and (32), we have

Lt = - (gaf + haf )(U a + u“)(U f + uf )

= -mj-gafUaUfyr+y, (46)

where

y
haf U aUf + 2gaf T(aUf) + 2haf T(aUf) + gaf TTaTf

gaf U aU f

Hence, to the second order in h,

Lt = L <0> (% + Mr-VA

L ^ = -mj-gOVW.

Within the same accuracy,

(y)T = -ga f (%aTf )T - (ha f %a)TU f

(47)

(48)

- (hafTf )TUa - (haf )TUaUf, (49)

(y2)T = 4UaUf (TaTf )^ +4U aU% (haf )T

+ (haf h^ )T UaUf UY Ud, (50)

where we used that to the leading (zeroth) order in h, 
one has gaf UaUf — -1. Hence, LT = LT0 + LT2, where

2L T2)
: (TaTf )T(gaf + UaUf )

+ (haf iT )T (g^Uf + gf Ua + UaUf UY )

+ 4 (haf hY6)TUaUfUYUd

+ (ha f )T U aU f. (51)

The terms in the first three angular brackets are already 
of order h2, so averaging over t can be replaced with 
averaging over 0. Then, using Eq. (43), we obtain

(TaTf )T = Uv U d gaVY + U "U Y kakf
4(k/U A)2 

g"a UYkf gYf U"ka

/ U^kY(haf TY)T = Eaf^vU^- g" 

(haf hYd )T = EafYd;

(52)

(53)

(54)

m
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where Ea fY5 is given by

Ea fYd — (ha f hYd) 6.

Also, from Eqs. (37) and (38), one has

(55)

(haf)t —
(ha f^)6   (ha f kY^Y)6
k/U/ k/,U A

Eaf"vUv ^k^ U"kYkY
k/U/ 2k/U/ (56)

where we used Eq. (53) in the last step. Then, from 
Eq. (51), one obtains

g (2) m
— -EafYd 2̂

k k"
gfYUaU5 + , " ,,„UaU fUYU5 

4(k/U/)2
1

k/U/U aUfkY U 5 , (57)

where we have used the symmetry of EafY5 with respect 
to index permutations a ^ 8, 7 ^ g, and (a, 8) ^ 
(7, g). Finally, the OC action can be expressed as

S — J (-m + LT2))dg, (58)

dg — V-gaf dXa dX f, (59)

where we have used Eq. (33) and ignored higher order 
terms.

B. Covariant equations of motion

Using Eq. (58), the OC motion equations are obtained 
as follows. First, note that

gS — -m ( g dg + ( gLT2) df+f LT2) g dg . (60)

'---1--- ' ^---.--- ' ^---.--- '
5Si <552 dSs

The first integral in Eq. (60) is calculated as in Eq. (5),

gS- — mj (2# U- ^g") gX" dg.
2 dX" dg

The second integral in Eq. (60) is as usual,

r a! T"(2) d /dPT-2)
gX" dg.

(61)

(62)
dX" dg y dU"

The third integral in Eq. (60) is [cf. Eq. (5)]

gS3 — mj (1 gof U a gY" + U" ) L <2> dg

/• dg(2)
— gS4 ^ U" gX" dg, (63)

where

gS4 — mj (2 ||f U 42) gX" dg. (64)

To the zeroth order in h, OCs travel along geodesics of the 
unperturbed metric. Thus, the expression in parenthesis 
in Eq. (64) is o(h0) and Lg2) — O(h2). Therefore, gS4 —
o(h2) and will be neglected. Then, from gS — 0 and 
Eqs. (61)-(63), one obtains the following equation:

1 dgaf u-Ad) + Af
. 2 dX" dg 7 + dX" dg l dU"

(2)

dlT-2)
dg U"U". (65)

Let us introduce the new time T via dT/dg — 1 + Z, 
where Z — O(h2) is yet to be defined. Then,

1 dga f y^aim 2 dX" W“W> - Xg) + S

d (dL-2) )
dT W" mC, (66)

where Wa —. dXa/dT and

c—w" -t (z+f)- 2Z (2 Hair w “w> - ^).

Like in Eq. (64), the expression in the second parenthesis 
is o(h0) and Z — O(h2), so the second term is o(h2) and 
is, therefore, negligible. Then, adopting Z — -Lg2)/m, or

dT /dg — 1 - L T2)/m, (67)

allows one to neglect the whole C. In this case, Eq. (66) 
can be viewed as an Euler-Lagrange equation

_d^\ — dr
(68)dT W" X"

that corresponds to the following Lagrangian [cf. Eq. (7)]:

L(X, W) — mm [gaf (X)WaW f - 1] + LMX, W). (69)

Let us also introduce the OC canonical momentum

Pa
dL T2)

Wa — mgaf W^ + gw a (70)

and the OC Hamiltonian H — PaWa - L. Since LT2 is 
small, a general theorem [60, Sec. 40] yields that

H — H(0) + H(2), H(2) — -L$2). (71)

to the first nonvanishing order in the perturbation. The 
function H(0) is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, i.e.,

H(0)(X,P) — [ga f (X)PaPf + m2], (72)
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and one can adopt the lowest-order approximation Wa ~ 
9agPg/m when evaluating LT2). This leads to

H(2)
2m 9gYTad +

k^k^
4(kAPx)2 Ta g TYa

Tag
kAPx kY PtS , (73)

and one can adopt P0 = mU0 when evaluating T, so

T
^a gY^

2P0 9gYT«d +
kMk^

4(kAPA)2 x g ty^

‘"PA ‘'7PiJ P„-P„ 

The corresponding Hamilton’s equations are

. (82)

where we have introduced

TL g ==papg- (74)

The OC motion equations corresponding to the Hamil
tonian (71) are

dXa = dH(X,P) dPa = _ dH(X,P) (75)
dT dPa , dT dXa ' ( )

C. Non-covariant equations of motion

dxa = ^ (83)
dT dPa , dT dX"' ( )

According to Eq. (81), — P0 serves as the free-motion 
OC Hamiltonian, and T serves as the interaction Hamil
tonian in the OC representation, or the ponderomofive 
energy. Similar terms in electromagnetic wave-particle 
interactions are often called ponderomotive potentials; 
however, remember that T depends not only on T and X 
but on P too, so it is not a potential per se but a more 
general part of the OC Hamiltonian.

Let us also derive these equations in a non-covariant 
form that, in particular, will be useful in Sec. VD. Us
ing Eq. (33) for U0, one can rewrite the OC action (45) 
as S = / L dT, with L = LT/U0, and consider S as a 
functional of X(T). Like in Sec. IIC, the variational 
principle for the spatial dynamics is unconstrained, so L 
can be understood as the spatial Lagrangian. This leads 
to the usual Euler-Lagrange equations,

d / dL 
dT \,dVa

dL
dX^' (76)

V. OSCILLATION-CENTER DYNAMICS:
FIELD-THEORETICAL APPROACH

The calculations above are somewhat ad hoc and the 
final results [e.g., Eq. (82)] are not particularly trans
parent. Here, we propose an alternative derivation of 
these results that, hopefully, makes them more under
standable. The form of the equations derived below will 
also be advantageous for the discussion in Sec. VE.

A. Semiclassical particle model

The spatial Lagrangian can be explicitly written as 
L = L(0) — T, where L^ = — m(U0)-1 and (cf. Sec. IIC)

(U0)-1 ^ V—900 — 2g0aVa — 9abVaVb, (77)
—L T2)/U°. (78)

The corresponding OC canonical momenta are Pa = 
dL/dVa and the corresponding OC Hamiltonian is H = 
PaVa — L. Then [cf. Eqs. (17) and (21)], H(T, X, P) = 
— P0(T, X, P) + O(h2), where P0 solves

H(T, X, Pc(T, X, P), P) = 0, (79)

or explicitly [cf. Eq. (20)],

P0(T, X, P) = — — I!"" Pa, (80)

where 7 = J1 + <abPaPb/m2 and <9ab = 
9a09b0/900. Using the same theorem [60, Sec. 40] 
one used in Sec. IV B, one finds

9ab —
as the

Let us consider a particle as a quantum wave. Since 
we are not interested in spin effects, we shall assume that 
this wave is governed by the Klein-Gordon equation,

9ag VaVg ^ — m2^ = 0 (84)

(assuming units such that h = 1), for it is a simple enough 
equation that leads to Eqs. (11) in the classical limit, as 
discussed below. Since this equation is linear and has real 
coefficients, the scalar state function ^ can be assumed 
real or complex. We choose the latter for simplicity. (The 
other choice leads to the same final results up to nota
tion.) Then, the corresponding action is S = / L d4x, 
where L is the Lagrangian density given by

L = ^m9 ^ gda^dg^ — m2 W2) (85)

and 9 = det gag. Let us represent the wavefunction in 
the Madelung form, ^ = ae1^ (where a and d are real), 
and assume the semiclassical (i.e., GO) limit, in which 
p = Vd is much larger than Va. Then, L can be approx
imated as

H(T, X, P) = —Pc(T, X, P) + T(T, X, P), (81) L = —I(x)H(x, Vd), (86)
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where I = a2y—g and H is given by Eq. (9). There 
are two motion equations that flow from here. One is 
SS[I, d]/SI = 0, which leads to

or in our case specifically,

UA(X,P )= 9Aa(X )Pa/m. (95)

H (x, Vd) = 0. (87)

This can be recognized as a Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
[60], with H serving as the Hamiltonian; hence, it readily 
leads to Eqs. (10) for point particles. The other motion 
equation is SS[I, d]/Sd = 0, which leads to

d
dxa

I(x)
dH (x,p) 

dpa
0. (88)

Equation (88) is understood as a continuity equation 
that represents the action conservation for Klein-Gordon 
waves, i.e., particle conservation. For more details on lin
ear GO as a field theory, see for example, Refs. [61-63].

The function H is introduced here anew but it is, in fact, 
the same function as in Eq. (71). Indeed, let us express 
it as H = H(0) + H(2), where H(0) is given by Eq. (72) 
and H(2) is inferred from Eq. (93) to be

H(2) ea g^ ^ k^ d /<Tag TYa
2m L9gY Ta^ 4 dP^ kAPx (96)

with e“ gY^ given by Eq. (55) and Tag given by Eq. (74). 
A direct calculation shows that Eq. (96) is equivalent to
Eq. (73).

Like in the case of the original system (Sec. V A), the 
corresponding motion equations are as follows:

B. Semiclassical OC model

Now, let us consider how a semiclassical particle is af
fected by metric oscillations produced by a GW. To do 
that, let us represent the Hamiltonian as

H - H(0) + H(1) + H(2), (89)

where H(n) = O(hn) and higher-order terms are ne
glected. Then using Eqs. (9) and (39), we find that H(0) 
is given by Eq. (72) and

H(1)

H(2) :

—-L hag
2m

pap ,

1
2m

haYhYgPaPg.

(90)

(91)

Then, like in Sec. IIIC, the particle action can be ap
proximated as S = / Ld4x. Here, L = (L)x serves as the 
Lagrangian density of the slow motion and, under the 
GO approximation adopted in Sec. III A, one can also be 
written as L = (L)g.

The remaining calculation is similar to that in 
Refs. [50, 51], where it was studied how adiabatic prop
agation of a general linear wave (in our case, a semi- 
classical particle) is affected by a general quasiperiodic 
modulation (in our case, a GW) of the general under
lying medium (in our case, a background metric). For 
completeness, we also rederive the corresponding general 
L in Appendix A and show that

L = —IH(x, Vd), (92)

where I = (I)@, d = (d)@, and

H = H, + — & dPr (^).

Here, all H(n) are evaluated on (x, P), P == V-d, and

. dH(0)(X,P)

(93)

UA(X,P)
dPx

(94)

d
dxa

H(x, Vi9) = 0,

:T(x)
dH(x,P) 

dPa
0.

(97)

(98)

Equation (97) can be recognized as a Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation in which H serves as a Hamiltonian. Hence, it 
readily leads to the same Hamilton’s equations that we 
derived earlier, Eqs. (75). Equation (98) is a continuity 
equation that represents the action conservation of the 
waves governed by the Lagrangian density (92), i.e., OC 
conservation. We shall revisit this equation in Sec. VD.

C. Non-covariant representation

Since H(2) is small, Eq. (97) indicates that at a given 
(T, X, P), the value of P0 remains close to P0(T, X, P) 
that is defined via Eq. (79). By Taylor-expanding 
H(X, P) in P0 around P0(T, X, P), one obtains

H(X, P) = H(2)(T, X, Pc(T, X, P), P)

+ U0(T, X, P)[Pc — Pc(T, X, P)], (99)

where we have introduced [cf. Eq. (94)]

U 0(T, X, P) dH(X,P) 
_ dPc P0(T,X,P)

= U0(T, X, P) + O(h2).

Up to O(h4), Eq. (99) can also be expressed as

H(X, P) - U0(T, X, P)[Pc + H(T, X, P)],

(100)

(101)

where H = — P0 + T and

T(T, X, P)
H(2)(T, X, P0(T, X, P), P) 

U0(T, X, P)
(102)
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This agrees with Eq. (78) [in conjunction with Eq. (71)] 
and Eq. (81). Hamilton’s equations corresponding to the 
approximate Hamiltonian (101) are as follows:

dT
dT

dX a
~w
dP0
dT
dPa
dT

d H 
dfc 
dH , .0 d H
dPa = U m,,

_8H 0 8H
dT U ^T,

0

dH 
dX a

0 d H 
dX^,

(103)

(104)

(105)

(106)

where we used that, according to Eqs. (97) and (101),

[This can be viewed as a step towards an alterna
tive derivation of Eqs. (83), which readily flow from 
Eq. (112).] By comparing Eq. (112) with the canoni
cal action of a point object with phase-space coordinates 
(X, P) [60], one finds that C =1.

Let us express the OC action as S = S(0) + S(2), where 
S(0) is the action of a “free” OC and S(2) describes the 
OC interaction with a GW, which is of the second order 
in h. Specifically, we have

S(0) =/ N [d,d + Hc(x, Vd)]/—^d4x, (113)

S(2) = — / NT/—M4x. (114)

P0 + H(t, X, P) = 0. (107)

Let us substitute Eq. (103) into Eqs. (104) and (106). 
Then, one arrives exactly at Hamilton’s equations (83), 
with H serving as the Hamiltonian of the spatial OC dy
namics. Using Eq. (96), one finds that

T
gag^d

2P0 ^ gY Tad
d

4 d^
Ta g TYd
kAPx Po = Po

(108)

It can also be convenient to rewrite S(2) explicitly as a 
bilinear functional of . To do this, let us rewrite T as

T = — 1 gagYd AagYd = — 2 (hag AagYd hYd) (115)

and accordingly,

S(2) = 2/ Nca gYd AagYd /=dd4x. (116)

This formula is in agreement with Eq. (82) that we de 
rived earlier within a different approach.

D. Interaction action

The linear coefficient AagYd that enters these formulas 
is specific up to any tensor that is anti-symmetric with 
respect to index permutations a H d, 7 H S, or (a, d) H 
(7, S). Let us define AagYd such that it be symmetric with 
respect to all these permutations. Then,

Using S = f Ld4x [where x = (t, x)], Eq. (92) for L, 
Eq. (101) for H, and P0 = dtd, one can write

S = — / N [d«i9 + H(x, V19)]/-t^d4x, (109)

where 9 = det 9ag, V = d%, and N = IU0//—9, or 
explicitly,

N(x)
:r(x) u 0[x, vd(x)]

V~ 3(x)
(110)

[Note that x in Eq. (109) is a dummy integration variable 
and can just as well be replaced with X.] As flows from 
Eq. (98), N satisfies a continuity equation,

1 d(y=^N)
dt

+ V • (NV) = 0, (111)

where V = dH/dP is the OC velocity [cf. Eq. (83)]. 
This means that N is the OC density, possibly up to 
some constant factor C. To calculate this factor, let us 
consider the point-particle limit, N(t, x) = CS[x, X(t)], 
where S(x', x") = S(x' — x")/^—<?(t, x') is the general
ized delta function [64]. Then, one can show [65] that S 
given by Eq. (109) becomes

S=C P
dX a

H(T, X, P) dT. (112)

Aa Yd
1

4P0 Qa gYd k^
d

d^
Ta g TYd

kAPx Po = Po
(117)

Qa gYd (0gY Tad + 9ad TgY + 9«y Tgd + 9gd TaY )P0 = P0 •
(118)

The significance of Eq. (116) and the physical meaning 
of Aa Yd is explained below.

E. Gravitational susceptibility

Let us now consider the action S% of the
“gas + spacetime” system,

SE = SEH + ^[Si0) + Sl2)] = SEH + SgaS + ^ Si0)-

Here, SEH is the Einstein-Hilbert action [56], the summa
tion index n denotes contributions from individual par
ticles, and SgaS = J2n S^2) is the total interaction action. 
Using Eq. (116), the latter can also be expressed as

Sga, = 2 y EagYdXagYd /=d d4x, (119)

XagYd = J AagYd(x, P)F(x, P) dP,
dT (120)
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where F is the OC phase-space distribution normalized 
to the OC density, f F(x, P)dP = N(x). This can be 
used to calculate, both conveniently and systematically, 
self-consistent metric oscillations in a particle gas from 
the least-action principle SSs = 0. In particular, equa
tions for hag (equivalent to the linearized Einstein equa
tions) can be derived from SSs/Shag = 0. Since S^0) are 
independent of hMV, one obtains

Sh  ^SEH + 2/ e“gYd XagYd/—gd4^ = 0- (121)

Within the linear approximation, the OC distribution F 
is a prescribed function. (In plasma theory, such distri
bution is commonly known as f0.) Then, XagYd is pre
scribed too, and one readily obtains a self-contained lin
ear equation for hag. Such calculations will be presented 
in a follow-up paper. Related calculations for electro
magnetic waves are given, for example, in Refs. [52-55].

Note that XagYd serves in Eq. (121) as the gravitational 
susceptibility. Correspondingly, AagYd is the per-particle 
gravitational susceptibility, or gravitational polarizabil
ity. Remarkably, these linear response functions emerge 
from a nonlinear (second-order) ponderomotive energy 
(115), in which sense ponderomotive effects are never 
actually negligible in linear theory. (The fundamental 
connection between the ponderomotive energy and the 
linear response function is known as the K-x theorem 
[46-48]; see also Refs. [49-51, 66].) Also note that the 
gravitational susceptibility can be rewritten as follows:

XagYd

JagYd

r f k • dpF
J V — k • V Tag TYd + FJagYd

dP

(122)

d(Tag TYd)
dfc

00

P0 Tag TYd P0QagYd. (123)

(For the derivation and an alternative representation of 
JagYd, see Appendix B.) Here, the integrand is eval
uated at P0 = P0(P) (80) and the parametrization 
ka = (—w, k) is assumed, as usual.

Finally, note the following. Although we assumed, 
throughout the paper, that ka is real and that particles 
are not resonant to a wave [here, this implies F(x, P) = 0 
where w = k • V], our Eqs. (121)-(123) are not actually 
restricted to this case. Our gravitational susceptibility 
can be extended to complex ka via analytic continuation 
as usual [67], and resonant particles can be systematically 
introduced using the formalism from Ref. [66] such that 
the final answer is not affected. For example, Eq. (121) 
correctly describes the kinetic Jeans instability as one of 
GW modes, as will be shown in a follow-up paper. (An 
alternative, nonrelativistic approach to the kinetic Jeans 
instability can be found in Ref. [68].)

VI. EXAMPLE: GRAVITATIONAL 
PONDEROMOTIVE EFFECTS IN VACUUM

A. Effective metric

As a special case, let us consider a linear GW pulse in 
vacuum. Then, the dispersion relation is kaka = 0, and 
we also assume the Lorenz gauge hagkg =0. As seen 
from Eq. (73), H(2) is simplified then and is given by

gagYd
H(2) = 2m ggY Tad. (124)

[As a reminder, e“gYd is given by Eq. (55).] By substitut
ing Eq. (124) into Eq. (71) and using Eq. (72) for H(0), 
one finds that

H (GagPaPg + m2), (125)

Gag = gag + ea^vg . (126)

Since ®“g depends only on X and not on P, it can be 
considered as the effective metric seen by a particle in 
a GW, or more precisely, the OC metric. [In principle, 
H can always be brought to the form (125), but in the 
general case, ©“g depends on P, in which case it cannot 
be considered simply as a metric.]

B. Motion equations and conservation laws

For example, let us assume that background metric is 
the Minkowski metric pag = p“g = diag { — 1,1,1,1} and 
the perturbation is expressed in the transverse traceless 
(TT) gauge,

0 0 0 0

ag —
0
0

h+
hx

hx
—h+

(127)

0 0 0 0

where we have assumed that the spatial wavector is par
allel to the x3 axis. Along with the vacuum dispersion 
relation, this implies ka = (—w, 0, 0, w). Also notice that

haY hYg = (h+ + h-)i)ag, (128)

where we have introduced the transverse part of the 
Minkowski metric, fjag = p“g = diag{0,1,1,0}. Then,

Gag = nag + qnag, q = (h+ + h2)e. (129)

Let us also assume that w = const and the GW pulse 
is one-dimensional, i.e., its envelope depends only on t 
and x3 but not on x1 or x2. In vacuum, such envelope 
can depend on x only through the wave phase 0(x). This 
special case is tractable also without the OC formalism, 
but the OC formalism makes the solution particularly 
straightforward. Indeed, in this case, one has

dq _ dq
dT = — dX wq'(g) (130)
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and P^ is conserved. (Here and further, || denotes com
ponents parallel to k and ^ denotes components perpen
dicular to k.) Also, Eqs. (75) yield

dX±
dT

P
= [1 + q(#)] -

dP| = dP0
dT = dT =

dX, _ Pi
dT = m

w
2m

q'(^).

(131)

(132)

Eqs. (131), together with Eqs. (135) for P, and (136) for 
H, one obtains

At± Q3 ±
w(1 — /3,|),

A^,
Q
2w

(140)

Here, Q is a dimensionless integral proportional to the 
integral of the GW intensity,

Note that Eq. (132) implies

P0 + P| = const. (133)

Since H = d#(X)/dT can be written as

dXa kH = ka ^X- = - Gag Pg 
dT m

= w (—^0 + n33P|) = - (P0 + P|), (134)

it also remains constant, according to Eq. (133). Then, 
Eq. (132) can be integrated, yielding that the parallel 
momentum P| is given by

Q =. q(#) d# (141)

qc is the characteristic value of q, and is the char
acteristic length of the GW pulse. Note that a long 
enough pulse can cause a substantial displacement even 
at small qc. Also, Ap > 0; thus, the gravitational pon- 
deromotive effect displaces a particle away from the GW 
source. Finally, note that At vanishes in the frame where 
3± = 0; however, a relative displacement for objects with 
different 3 is generally nonzero.

VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

P=P— 2^wHP'q(#), (135)

where P = P (70) is the initial momentum and To is the 
initial moment of time. Also, Eq. (134) for H yields

H = wy( —1 + /3||), (136)

where 7 is the initial Lorentz factor and 3 is the initial 
velocity normalized to c,

7
Po
m m7

(137)

Using Eq. (133), one also finds AP0 = —AP,. A 
similar calculation for a charge interacting with a one
dimensional vacuum electromagnetic pulse is discussed 
in Ref. [69]; see also Ref. [56, Sec. 47].

C. Secular displacement

The above equations indicate that a particle in a GW 
pulse experiences a secular displacement At from its un
perturbed trajectory,

At^ = AX^ — P^ AT/m , (138)
A^| == AX,, — ^|| AT/m, (139)

In order to test our OC theory, we have numerically 
solved the OC Hamilton’s equations [Eqs. (75)] and com
pared the results with the corresponding numerical so
lutions of the first-principle equations [Eqs. (11)]. Fig
ure 1 shows the comparison for a linear vacuum GW 
pulse like those discussed in Sec. VI. We also compare 
the total particle displacement At from its unperturbed 
trajectory with the analytic expressions (140). Figure 2 
shows a similar comparison for an arbitrary non-vacuum 
GW pulse. (In this case, particle trapping is possible 
[70, 71], so there is no general analytic expression for At 
to compare with.) In both cases, the OC theory demon
strates good agreement with first-principle modeling of 
the particle dynamics. Numerical simulations for other 
GW profiles, polarizations, wavevectors, and initial con
ditions have also been done (not shown) and demonstrate 
good agreement as well.

Finally, as a general comment on test-particle simula
tions in a prescribed GW, notice the following [72]. For 
certain initial conditions and GW polarization, the effect 
of the wave can be obscured by the coordinate effects 
in the chosen gauge. For example, the coordinates of 
a particle that is at rest in the TT gauge remain con
stant. However, the distance between two such particles 
can nevertheless change.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

just like a point charge does in an electromagnetic pulse 
[56, Sec. 47]. [The symbols A denote the changes of the 
corresponding quantities between To ^ —w and T ^ 
+w. Assuming w > 0, this corresponds to #(To) ^ 
+w and #(T) ^ —w, since in this case H < 0.] From

Here, we study the nonlinear secular dynamics of parti
cles in prescribed quasimonochromatic GWs in a general 
background metric and for general GW dispersion and 
polarization. We show that this “ponderomotive” dy
namics can be described by Hamilton’s equations (75),
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Ax, AX Ax, AX

Az, AZ Az, AZ

0.15

—
(c)

25 50 75 100 125 150

0.15

—
(c)

25 50 75 100 125 150

FIG. 1: Numerical comparison of the particle and OC dy
namics in a quasimonochromatic GW: blue - particle dy
namics as predicted by Eqs. (11); red - the OC dynamics 
as predicted by Eqs. (75); black dashed - AG and Afy pre
dicted by Eqs. (140). The GW propagates along the z axis 
in vacuum with the Minkowski background metric. Space- 
time scales are measured in units iW1, so the GW wavevector 
is ka = (—1,0,0,1). The perturbation metric is given by 
Eq. (127), with h+ = /? . = a{6)/2, a(6) = O.l[sech(e0 + 
13) — sech(e0 + 7)]sin0, 0 = kaxa, and e = 0.1 serves as 
the small GO parameter (Sec. Ill A). The initial velocity is 
ua (r = 0) = (V2,1, 0, 0). Shown are: (a) the transverse 
displacements relative to the unperturbed trajectory, Ax(r) 
and AA'[T(r)]; (b) the longitudinal displacements relative 
to the unperturbed trajectory, Az{t) and AZ[T(r)]; (c) the 
strength of the metric perturbation at the particle location, 
a{0{r)}. The function T(r) is calculated by numerical inte
gration of Eq. (67), but in fact, the difference between T and 
t is negligible for these figures.

and we derive the corresponding Hamiltonian H to the 
second order in the GW amplitude. We find that H = 

where is given by Eq. (72) and 
is given by Eq. (73), or equivalently, Eq. (96). For the 
special case of vacuum GWs, we show that our Hamil
tonian H is equivalent to that of a free particle in an 
effective metric (126). We also show that already a lin
ear GW pulse displaces a particle from its unperturbed 
trajectory by a finite distance that is independent of the 
GW phase and proportional to the integral of the pulse 
intensity. This effect is independent from the nonlinear

FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1 but for non-vacuum dispersion and po
larization, namely, ka = (-1,0,0, •/2) and /?Q/j = a(6)5ap/2.

memory effect that has been known. We calculate the 
particle displacement analytically [Eq. (140)] and show 
that our result is in agreement with numerical simula
tions. We also show how the Hamiltonian of the non
linear averaged dynamics naturally leads to the concept 
of the linear gravitational susceptibility of a particle gas 
with an arbitrary phase-space distribution. This can be 
understood as a manifestation of the so-called K- \ theo
rem known from plasma physics. We calculate the gravi
tational susceptibility explicitly [Eq. (122)] to apply it, in 
a follow-up paper, toward studying self-consistent GWs 
in inhomogeneous media within the geometrical-optics 
approximation.

This material is based upon the work supported 
by National Science Foundation under the grant No. 
PHY 1903130.

Appendix A: Field-theoretical calculation of the OC 
Hamiltonian

Here, we present a detailed field-theoretical derivation 
of the general OC Hamiltonian of a semiclassical particle 
that oscillates in a low-amplitude “modulating” wave. 
The calculation is similar to that in Ref. [50] (see also 
Ref. [51]), but the starting point is somewhat different, 
so we shall restate the whole argument. Suppose a semi-
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classical particle with quantum phase t and action den
sity I. Assume that the particle Lagrangian density L is 
given by (86) and the Hamiltonian H has the form

H (x,p) = #(x,p) + H (x,p), (A1)
#(x,p) = (H (x,p))o, (HH (x,p))e = 0, (A2)

where H(x,p) = H[ex,p, 0(x)] is small (cf. Sec. III A) 
and the average over the modulating-wave phase 0 is 
taken at fixed momentum p = Vt. (We assume units 
such that h =1.) Using

t t + t, t = (t)o, (A3)

I = f +1, :: = (I)o, (A4)

we obtain the following formula for L:

so the two last terms on the right-hand side on Eq. (A6) 
mutually cancel out. [The definition of UA given here is 
in agreement with Eq. (94) within the assumed accuracy.] 
Then, the average Lagrangian density, L = (L)g, is given 
by L = —IH, where

H
H 1 d2H

+ 2 dfadff (pap,a )o +
dH
dp: o

(A8)

Just like H in Eq. (86) serves as a Hamiltonian for a 
particle, H serves as a Hamiltonian for the particle OC.

The oscillating part of the particle phase is quasiperi- 
odic in 0, so t = t[ex, 0(x)]. Then, pa — kadot, where 
ka = Va0 is the waveyecto^of the modulating wave. 
Equation (A7) gives dot — —H/(k>UA), so

L = —(:: + :T)[J?(x,f + p) + (x,P + p)], (A5)

where P = Vt and p = Vt. Taylor-expanding H and 
H in p = O(H) ^nd neglecting terms of the third and 
higher orders in H, we obtain

pa - —
kaH
klUA' (A9)

By substituting this into Eq. (A8), we then obtain

L - —I — I I d2Hf

-I

dP* 2 dPadP,adP^
dH

-f)a p),8 -I H

dPa ^ —f — f dPapa —f ^^, (A6)

where all functions are evaluated at (x, P). From the 
part of Eq. (87) that is linear in the the modulating-wave 
amplitude, one has

H + pxUA = 0, UA = dJH/dPx, (A7)

f + d2JH kak^ (Jf2)o 
H + dPadP^ 2(k^UA)2

k (HH2)o
^ dPa (kxUA)2JI +

2 dpj. kxU^,

kxUA\ dPa /o

1 d(H )o - 
k^UA dPa _

(A10)

where we have used d2H/3PadPp = dU^/dPa. For H 
of the form (89), this readily leads to Eq. (93).

Appendix B: Derivation of the gravitational susceptibility

Here, we derive an explicit formula for the gravitational susceptibility Xa^Ys of a particle gas from Eqs. (117) and 
(120). By combining the latter equations, one obtains

a - / dP
F

4po Qaft j5
d

(X1 + X2 + X3)a^75,
Pq = Pq

where we have introduced [assuming the parametrization ka = (—w, k)]

(X1)a^75 = — J dP 4po QaftYS,

(X2 )a/3j8 = — ^ /dP po d
\ kPP,

TYa

Po = Po
(*=)„« = lff dP ^ [ A ( AAi)

k,

P0 |_df^ Y kPpp y Po = Po
t/d4pi<p-—p»> po ik(T ^ TYA

P0 dP. ^ kPPp j '

(B1)

(B2)

(B3)

(B4)

p
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The latter equality permits taking the corresponding integral by parts. (Remember that the derivative d/dPH is taken 
at fixed Pv=h, which are independent only in the four-dimensional momentum space.) Specifically, one obtains

(X3 )ai37S = - po) ^— dP^dp^ F ^Y^ k^" o ^ ^Y^
P0 kPPp 4

— -f d4PJ(Po — po^ HO
dPa \ PN kPPp

ka, i' ,4„ ^ „ \ FVa Tap TYa ka
~~P° kPPp — T^ / d4PJ'(Po — Po) V dPj, P^ kPPp J

P / Po = Po
o/d4 P'(Po—Po) k • V 4^ W d, (ga—F

P / Po = Po
dP
4P°

^ /TOfTY^ — k ^dF — FdP^^ \
„(k'V)FaPOl.SPT)— HdPa— PoJPaj l-pFp-j

where we have used —dPO/dPa — V [see Eqs. (81) and (83)]. Then, notice that

kpPp = kpPp = Po(k • V — w), 

so the sum of Eqs. (B3) and (B5) can be written as follows:

Po = Po
(B5)

(B6)

r dP f F
(X + X3)a^75 = J 4PO| PO

kPP d ^ T°^ TY^ + kO T°^ TYa
P dPA kPP, kPP,P

dF F . dP^ /TO«TY
— ka -----7X7T kdPa PO " dP.

^af TY^
kpPpP / j Po = P.

Notice that d(kPPp)/dPO = ko, so the whole expression in the square brackets is simply d(Ta^TYa)/dPO. Also,

|PO = oP (IOOPo + ?obPb) = I” |P° + gOa — IOa — gOOVa,

dPO iOO
ka = fOaka — IOOkaVa = ko — gooko — IOOkaVa = ko + g°°(w — k • V) = ko — kPPp.

Then, the above equation can be written as follows: 

r dP
(X2 + X3)a^Y^ ^ / 4PO

F d(TpfTYa) , dF | ?oo kPP ^ A ^ T°^TYaA
V 3Pa. +1 kPp (PO)Jl ^P JL=PPO dPo

dP k • dPF
y 4(PO)2 w — k • V

Together with Eqs. (B1) and (B2), this leads to

TY^ )fo = Po +
dP

4(PO)2
F

o = p o 
OOd(TOf TY^) 1 az az

------------------ pO To8 Ty5dPo Po=Po

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)

XafYa ^ y 4(PO)^ w — k . V T°^TY^ + FJa^Yd

Po = Po
(B10)

where

Jo
d(TafTY^) fO^ ^ nO^ _ d(TafTY^) ^ Ta^TY^a^75 = -----dP— ------- PO Ta^TY^ — P°Qa,875

dPo
— (PO>J mr+Wao; + qo>y, (B11)

Here, the tensor iab == ?ab — ga0gb0/g00 (same as in Sec. IVC) is introduced by analogy with aab in Eq. (18), and one 
can further substitute

d(T°0 VO) _ rO r>~ U D„ i D ^ D D^xO
dPo

JO Pf Py Pa + Pa<% PY Pa + PaP^ Pa + PaP^ PY ag. (B12)
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